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Abstract. This paper explores automated recognition of elements in
interior design pictures for an intelligent design reference management
system. Precedent design references have a significant role to help
architects, designer and even clients in general architecture design
process. Pictures are one of the representation that could exactly show
a kind of design idea and knowledge. Due to the velocity, variety and
volume of reference pictures data with growth of references platform,
it is hard and time-consuming to handle the data with current manual
way. To solve this problem , this paper depicts a deep learning-based
approach to figuring out design elements and recognizing the design
feature of them on the interior pictures using faster-RCNN and CNN
algorithms. The targets are the residential furniture such as a table and a
seating. Through proposed application, input pictures can automatically
have tagging data as follows; seating1(type: sofa, seating capacity:
two-seaters, design style: classic)
Keywords. Interior design picture; Design element; Design feature;
Automated recognition; Design Reference management.

1. Introduction
1.1. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

It is generally accepted that there is no royal road to solving design problems. One
of the reasons is that a design problem has a wicked and ill-defined characteristic
which is difficult to be clearly defined unlike ordinary problem (Rittel and Webber,
1973). Therefore, the architects and designers have adopted problem-solving
strategies based on the generation and testing of potential solutions (Cross, 2006).
One of such strategies includes generating new designs based on an analysis of
previous design solution that is related to the problem in the progress (Eilouti,
2009). Referring to previous designs is taken as a useful strategy to provide an
opportunity to know the ideas, directions, and focus on problem-solving. This
is the why utilization of design references has become common for architects
and designers as well as the general public to look at various architectural
reference platforms and archives such as the Archdaily.com, Architizer.com and
Pinterest.com. Among data type obtained in previous designs, visual data (e.g.
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pictures, drawings, etc.) has the most important role in finding some suitable
reference and get some ideas. However, until now the management of design
reference is depending on text data translated by design experts and managers.
Such current manual work is time-consuming and makes it difficult to ensure
information integrity. This may hinder the user from finding helpful reference
to develop potential design solutions.
Recently, an intelligent digital archive that automatically classifies pictures or
video and recommends data using deep learning have been proposed (Liu, 2017).
Deep Learning-based convolutional neural networks have shown that trained
model enables the recognition of objects with fast speed and human-level accuracy
(Krizhevsky et al. 2012). A trained model is reusable and the development
frameworks such as the Tensorflow are open-sourced, so retraining and utilizing
deep learning model is available in various fields (Abadi et al. 2016). In the
previous study, we trained and tested models classifying chair picture regarding
some design features using deep learning and the convolutional neural networks
(Kim et al., 2018). However, the paper only focused on finding the possibility
of training a model recognizing design feature. As the extended study, this study
shows how to utilize computer vision techniques to support designers through the
management and utilization of architectural case information to improve design
quality and design productivity design. Based on the results of the retrained model
in the previous paper, we depicted a prototype module to detect design elements
on the interior pictures and recognize the design feature of the elements. It plays
an important role in the intelligent management system for design references.
Through these, the user can query what they want to refer to with more specific
condition using this kind of database. It would be expected to contribute to
improving the interior design process and ultimately help to raise the satisfaction
of design through this approach and application.
1.2. RESEARCH SCOPE AND METHOD

In this paper, conceptual four steps the auto-recognition of interior design using
computer vision-based technique are described regarding the way of composition
of interior design elements. The first two steps of detecting design elements
and recognizing its design features are covered. The interior design elements
and its design features are hierarchically explained. Based on this classification,
collecting and classifying picture of design elements is carried out. We are
focusing on the table and seating furniture as the typical and important element
for residential interiors. The detection model is re-trained with new table and
seating furniture through fine-tuning the Faster-RCNN trained model (inception
v2 with coco dataset). The detection model works for finding and cropping region
of the table and seating furniture in interior pictures design element. The other
model recognizing design feature is re-trained with extended design feature data
through recognition model of Kim et al (2018). By combining two sequential
model, auto-recognition of design elements and its design features is demonstrated
on the prototyped application. As a result of recognition, each of design pictures
has tagging data as follows; seating_1(type: sofa, seating capacity: two-seaters,
design style: classic and etc.), seating_2(type: stool, seating capacity: one-seater,
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design style: modern, and etc.) and table-1(type: coffee table; shape: oral;
material: wood and etc.). It would be expected to contribute to improving the
interior design process and ultimately help to raise the satisfaction of design
through this approach and application.
2. Background
2.1. DEEP LEARNING-BASED COMPUTER VISION TECHNIQUES

Deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) is known as the most powerful method
to train a neural network model to extract important parts of features of an image.
CNN basically consists of two parts of feature extraction and classification layers.
A feature extraction layer includes lots of convolution filter and pooling filter. A
classification layer includes a fully connected layer (LeCun et al. 2015). After the
success of the CNN-based model of Kreizhevsky et al. (2012) in ILSVRC2012
image classification challenge, CNN was widely applied to the various field.
Beyond classifying images, detection object in pictures or video is available. The
detection models cab roughly be classified into the region-based object detector
such as series of region-based CNN (R-CNN) and the feature pyramid networks
(FBN) and single shot object detectors such as single shot multi-box detector
(SSD) and YOLO. R-CNN is more accurate but slower to training than the single
shot detector. Therefore, YOLO or SSD is commonly used for real-time object
detection on video. In this paper, Faster RCNN model is used to train to detect
interior design elements, because the accuracy is more priority on this task. It has
two parts of networks; 1) a region proposal network (RPN) for generating region
proposals and 2) a network to classify objects using these proposals. Especially
for training object detection model, data should be annotated with its label data
and bounding box point data. The pre-trained model (e.g. VGG, Inception) and
frameworks (e.g. Tensorflow, Pytorch and etc.) are open to the public. Pre-trained
model and development frameworks have been opened to the public, so how to
combine the techniques with specific domain knowledge and how to collect data
has become an important issue.
2.2. CASE STUDIES OF COMPUTER VISION APPLICATION TO INTERIOR
DESIGN FIELD

Recent the deep learning-based techniques have been applied to design related
field such as the Pinterest that is the most popular image-based platform providing
inspiration or idea images for fashion, landscape and architecture (Liu, D. C et al.,
2017). Bell and Bala (2015) depicted to measuring the visual similarity of interior
design elements using CNN and metric distance. The performance of the resulting
model showed that the CNN model can successfully train to extract features of
interior elements and calculate the visual similarity of input elements. Hu et
al. (2017) proposed an approach more using interior domain knowledge to the
classification of some typical styles of furniture. They showed that the model could
recognize the meaningful features of furniture according to design styles. Kim et
al. (2018) proposed an approach to classification learning by design characteristics
of seating furniture. The classification of various functional features such as rest
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and sealing capacity of the chair and aesthetic and visual features such as design
style and materials is possible. However, so far the researches using computer
vision techniques have been focused on commercial point or show its possibility of
successful recognition ability in interior design domain. Beyond just recognition
of some object and its feature, this research aims to find how these techniques
can be applied to the design domain to help architects and designers and improve
designing environment and process.
3. Approach to Computer Vision-based Recognition of Residential Interior
Design
3.1. CONCEPTUAL STEPS OF COMPUTER VISION-BASED RECOGNITION OF
INTERIOR DESIGN

The interior design elements generally refer to separate parts or components that
make up interior space. The elements include basic architectural elements (e.g.
floor, wall, ceiling, column, opening and similar items), furniture, equipment,
textile, lighting and additional things such as accessories, ornament and etc.
(Pile, 2005). These elements can have not only common design features (e.g.
material, color and etc.) but also individual features (e.g. sealing capacity is
only designed feature for seating furniture). Relationships of all these elements
are importantly considered to create a whole that is more than the sum of its
parts (Pile, 2005). Depending on the principle of this interior design, conceptual
steps in the recognition of the concept process of computer vision-based revision
of interior design can be proposed (Figure 1). In the first step, each design
elements are detected. Next, the design features of each detected elements are
recognized. In the third step, the relationship between the elements is analyzed.
Finally, the interior picture can be holistically recognized as a single image with
the relationship of each design object and feature. For example, the interior
design is a cozy living room with minimal style looking. Through these steps,
the computer vision model can automatically generate such design information
from the individual element and holistic space. the model will have an important
role in the intelligent management of interior design reference. In this paper, the
first two steps of detecting design elements and recognizing its design features are
covered.
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Figure 1. Conceptual steps of computer vision-based recognition of interior design.

3.2. FURNITURE AND THEIR DESIGN FEATURES IN RESIDENTIAL
INTERIORS

As described above, the interior elements can be classified into the basic building
element, furniture, lighting (including a fixture) and etc. Each element needs
different methods to be recognized due to their visual characteristics. As the
extended study of Kim et al. (2018), this paper focuses on the seating and table
furniture to detect an object and recognize its design features on the residential
interior picture. Furniture includes various sub-categories such as a table, chair,
sofa, storage, bed and etc. this classification seems like explicit but classification
of its design feature seem like implicit. Kim et al. (2018) summarized that features
of furniture are categorized into three parts. The first is related to functionality that
means whether the furniture has specific functional components such as backrest
and wheel. The second is related to feeling such as “comfort”, “neat” and etc. This
feature has an important role in design but is subjective and implicit because such
kind of features is derived from individual experience and feeling. The final is
related to appearances such as a style, a shape, a color, a material and etc. the
shape, the color, the material could be relatively explicitly classified with visual
features. In the other hands, the style (e.g. “modern”, “classic”. “Scandinavian”
and etc.) is difficult to clearly be distinguished. This is because new styles are
defined and used together to create another style. By adapting the data-driven
methods such as deep learning, however, it is confirmed that it is possible to train
and utilize the model to learn the design features of the seating furniture in the
previous study. As an expansion of the previous study, this paper combines the
object detection approach with the proposed object feature recognition.
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Figure 2. Examples of design features of seating and table in residential interiors .

4. Auto-Recognition of Seating and Table Furniture and its Design Features
4.1. DATA PREPARATION OF SEATING AND TABLE FURNITURE IN
RESIDENTIAL INTERIORS

Both data for object detection and design feature recognition are collected from
a variety of specialized interior information sharing platforms (Houzz.com and
Architonic.com). To easily build each dataset, automate image scraper module is
utilized. Data pre-processing should be done before deep learning training. Object
detection learning requires data annotation process and in this paper, the annotation
of the data is performed regarding Pascal VOC. The target categories of object
detection are only two upper-level classification criteria such as seating and table.
This is because object detection is utilized only to find and crop the region of
seating and table on interior pictures. The 800 data of each of seatings and tables is
prepared. The object feature recognition data is collected and classified according
to the sub-classification criteria in Figure 2. Depending on the design features,
200 data were collected respectively. 80% of the total collected data are used for
training and 20% are used for evaluation.
4.2. TRAINING A MODEL DETECTING SEATING AND TABLE FURNITURE
ON PICTURES

In this paper, we adopt a method of retraining the pre-trained model that is the
faster-RCNN-based Inception v2 and trained COCO dataset instead of starting
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from scratch. The training is conducted on Windows using the Tensorflow API.
Training parameters are set to the default values for the existing model except for
the number of training steps (20k). In the evaluation of the object detector, the
mean average precision (mAP score) is the metric to measure an accuracy. It is
the average of the maximum precisions at different recall values of all categories
(in this case, seating and table). Precision means how objects in a bounding box
are accurately classified (the percentage of true positive). Another criterion is how
well the ground truth of object overlaps the bounding box predicted by the model
and is defined as intersection over union (IoU). IoU is calculated by dividing the
area of the union by area of overlap. In this paper, evaluation is executed with
0.5 IoU threshold. Table 1 shows the results of evaluation of the trained object
detection model. The mAP score is pretty high as 0.926 that means that detecting
accuracy is 92.6%.
Table 1. Results of evaluation of Seating and furniture detector.

4.3. TRAINING MULTIPLE MODEL RECOGNIZING DESIGN FEATURES OF
SEATING AND TABLE FURNITURE

Unlike only one model is trained in the object detection training phase, multiple
models are trained regarding categories of design feature for Recognizing Design
Features. In other words, each of models has the universe of discourse regarding
the design feature such as the type, material and etc. of seating and type, shape
and etc. of a table. For example, a model that is trained to recognize the type of
seating can only classify whether the input object is sofa or stool, cannot recognize
material, style another feature of the object. We retrained a total of 9 models that
five are for functional, material, seating capacity, style and type of seating, and
four are for material, shape, style and type of table. Table 2 shows the results of
training and evaluation of each model. Training accuracy is calculated by dividing
the total number of the case by the number of true positive that means the model
answer the right label. The accuracy of models that learned features that can be
classified regarding figuration such as shape, type, style and functional features
tends to be high. The average accuracy of all design feature models is 83.2%.
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Table 2. The results of training and validation of each model.

4.4. DEMONSTRATION

A prototype application recognition of interior design elements was developed by
linking previously object detection model with design feature recognition model.
The interface of the application is based on Python. First of all, the detection
model that recognizes furniture shown in the input picture is executed and, as
a result bouncing boxes for areas recognized as furniture are created and the
probability value of recognition is shown. This area is cropped through the image
processing module and stored as a temporary cache image. Depending on the
inferred category of the cropped image, the design feature models are executed
and each result is saved in database table format. Each feature is represented by a
pair of the resulting text of the inference such as type: sofa, type_score: 85.1(%).
As the results of execution, design features related to elements can be automatically
added to the input interior picture. This application shows how the deep learning
models are applied to automatically recognize and analysis design picture.
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Figure 3. Prototype application of recognition of interior design elements and design features.

5. Conclusion
This paper depicted an approach to recognition of a seating and a table on interior
reference image and their design features using CNN and Faster R-CNN models
and demonstrated the prototype application using a set of trained models. As a part
of a research for intelligently managing the references of architecture and interior
design, we explored how AI module to train and recognize design information
regarding design domain knowledge. Among the four design recognition steps
described, we depicted the first two steps; 1) design elements detection, 2) design
feature recognition. The accuracy of 92.6% (as 0.926 mAP score) score was shown
as a result of the object recognition model for seating and table. We trained 9
models with different UODs depending on the design feature categories of each
class of furniture and the with the average accuracy of 83.2% was shown. By
demonstrating the prototype application using trained models, it was shown that
design information in pictures can be automatically analyzed and stored into the
database. As a follow-up study, a study on the relationship between recognized
objects and design features is underway and it will be expanded to other interior
design elements such as architectural elements. It is expected that these AI
modules will help the user more efficiently manage and utilize design reference by
precisely and automatically performing informatization of given mounts of design
reference data.
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